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Abstract
We report on a study of the specific
linguistic properties of cross-linguistically
mediated communication, comparing
written and spoken translation (simul-
taneous interpreting) in the domain of
European Parliament discourse. Specif-
ically, we compare translations and
interpreting with target language original
texts/speeches in terms of (a) predefined
features commonly used for translationese
detection, and (b) features derived in a
data-driven fashion from translation and
interpreting corpora. For the latter, we
use n-gram language models combined
with relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler
Divergence). We set up a number of
classification tasks comparing translations
with comparable texts originally written
in the target language and interpreted
speeches with target language comparable
speeches to assess the contributions
of predefined and data-driven features
to the distinction between translation,
interpreting and originals. Our anal-
ysis reveals that interpreting is more
distinct from comparable originals than
translation and that its most distinctive
features signal an overemphasis of oral,
online production more than showing
traces of cross-linguistically mediated
communication.

1 Introduction

Interpreting has recently received increased atten-
tion in various scientific disciplines, from auto-
matic and human language processing to corpus-
based and experimental translatology. A common
interest in these diverse fields is to get a good
descriptive basis of the specific linguistic charac-
teristics of interpreting output. In translatology,

analysing interpreting output is the most direct
way of tapping into the translation process (e.g.
Chmiel, 2018). In the study of human language
processing, interpreting offers a highly interesting
experimental ground for observing the interplay
of prediction, retrieval and working memory (e.g.
Christoffels et al., 2006). And in automatic lan-
guage processing, simultaneous interpreting by
machine remains a challenging task with many
interesting open research questions (e.g. Müller
et al., 2016; Grissom II et al., 2014).

Here, we come from the perspective of ”trans-
lationese”, i.e. the observation that translations
exhibit specific linguistic features that distinguish
them from original, non-translated language due
to simplification, normalization, shining-through
of the source text etc. While well documented for
written translation, there is only little work on “in-
terpretese” (see Section 2). Specifically, we pur-
sue the following hypotheses: (H1) Interpreting
is a highly special type of communication and is
therefore well distinguished from the other lan-
guage products. (H2) Interpreting and translation
are well distinguished from comparable original
speech and text, respectively; at the same time, in-
terpreting is more distinct from comparable orig-
inals than translation. (H3) While there are over-
laps in the features distinguishing interpreting and
translations from their comparable originals (gen-
eral translationese effects), we also expect differ-
ences between interpretese and translationese (ef-
fects of spoken vs. written mode). H3 is motivated
by insights from previous work observing that in-
terpreting overemphasizes features of spoken pro-
duction (Shlesinger and Ordan, 2012), such that
the spoken signal is stronger than the translation
signal, more than translations overemphasize fea-
tures typical of written production.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses related work. In Sec-
tion 3 we introduce data and methods, includ-



ing the features used for classification. Section 4
presents our results. We conclude with a summary
and outlook (Section 5).

2 Related work

It has been shown in a number of studies of trans-
lationese that translated texts have certain linguis-
tic characteristics in common which differentiate
them from original, non-translated texts (Geller-
stam, 1986; Baker, 1993; Toury, 1995). The dif-
ferences are reflected in the distribution of lexico-
grammatical, morpho-syntactic and textual lan-
guage patterns that can be organised in terms
of more abstract categories such as simplifica-
tion (Toury, 1995), explicitation (Olohan and
Baker, 2000), normalisation, shining-through (Te-
ich, 2003) and convergence (Laviosa, 2002). The
differences are of a statistical character and can
be uncovered automatically, as it has been shown
in several works. They all use an extensive set
of (often overlapping) features to differentiate be-
tween translated and non-translated texts (Baroni
and Bernardini, 2006; Volansky et al., 2015; Ru-
bino et al., 2016; Kunilovskaya and Lapshinova-
Koltunski, 2020).

On the one hand, there is a demand for easily-
extractable and scalable features that can be of
use for NLP applications (Freitag et al., 2020;
Graham et al., 2020; Artetxe et al., 2020; Zhang
and Toral, 2019). On the other hand, there is a
need for human-interpretable features that would
help to understand the linguistic behaviour of
translators. Most existing studies meet either the
first or the second requirement. In their first
computational work on translationese, Baroni and
Bernardini (2006) included abstract surface fea-
tures, such as word form, lemma, part-of-speech
(PoS) n-grams. Volansky et al. (2015) used eas-
ily extractable shallow features, such as sentence
length or type-token ratio, and grouped them ac-
cording to the translationese phenomena men-
tioned above. Rubino et al. (2016) also used
surface features derived from studies on machine
translation quality and enhanced them with in-
formation theory-inspired features based on n-
gram log-probabilities and perplexities of words,
delexicalised parts-of-speech and flattened syn-
tactic trees. Syntactic tree features were also
used by Kunilovskaya and Lapshinova-Koltunski
(2020) who designed linguistically motivated fea-
tures that can be automatically extracted from

texts annotated with the Universal Dependency
framework. Although their feature set is imme-
diately linguistically interpretable as opposed to
easily-extractable shallow patterns, it requires a
fair amount of time and effort to engineer them.

The study of interpretese is a more re-
cent endeavour. There are corpus-based stud-
ies showing that interpreted texts possess a num-
ber of linguistic features that differentiate them
from other language products, including writ-
ten translation (Kajzer-Wietrzny, 2012; Defrancq
et al., 2015; Bernardini et al., 2016; Ferraresi and
Miličević, 2017; Dayter, 2018). Computational
approaches to study interpretese (He et al., 2016;
Bizzoni and Teich, 2019; Lapshinova-Koltunski,
2021) frequently use features inspired by auto-
matic analysis of translationese. He et al. (2016)
distinguish translationese and interpretese using
shallow, surface features as well as more lin-
guistically motivated ones based on strategies
such as segmentation, passivisation, generalisa-
tion, summarisation. Bizzoni and Teich (2019)
explore differences between translation and inter-
preting using bilingual word embedding spaces.
Lapshinova-Koltunski (2021) follows Shlesinger
and Ordan (2012)’s idea that the difference be-
tween spoken and written texts exerts a stronger
effect than the difference between translated and
non-translated ones. However, the author applies
hand-crafted, theoretically driven features to clas-
sify English-German interpretations and transla-
tions, as well as comparable spoken and written
non-translations in German.

In the present study, we analyse the differ-
ences between translation/interpreting in relation
to comparable, original productions with a focus
on interpreting (see H1 above). Relying on the
existing works above, we assume that we can au-
tomatically tease apart interpreting, spoken orig-
inals, translation and written originals (see H2
above). At the same time, as both translations
and interpretations are products of transfer from a
source to a target language, we expect them to ex-
hibit commonalities (see H3 above). Importantly,
we compare the effects of the most commonly
used pre-defined translationese features from the
literature and a set of features derived from corpus
data using an information-theoretic measure of
distinctivity (see Section 3.2 below). Our main in-
terest here is to find those features that distinguish
best between interpreting and translation and that



are human-interpretable at the same time.

3 Data and Methods

3.1 Data
As dataset we use the English subsets of the EPIC-
UdS (Przybyl et al., forthcoming) and Europarl-
UdS (Karakanta et al., 2018) corpora, see Table 1
for details. EPIC-UdS contains transcripts of orig-
inal spoken discourse delivered at the European
Parliament (EP), as well as the simultaneous in-
terpretation of these speeches into selected target
languages. Europarl-UdS is the written equivalent
of EPIC-UdS, containing the officially published
original speeches and translations. Written origi-
nals are based on the EP speeches delivered, how-
ever are modified to fulfil written conventions be-
fore being published (cf. Bernardini et al., 2016).
The spoken data include typical features of spo-
ken languages such as false starts, hesitations and
truncated words, and includes metadata such as
the delivery type of original speeches (read, im-
promptu or mixed). For this study, we use En-
glish spoken (ORGsp) and written (ORGwr) orig-
inals, simultaneous interpretations (SI) and trans-
lations (TR) into English with German as source
language. Due to availability of data for the spo-
ken dataset, the written and spoken mode differ
greatly in size. However, this does not seem to
have an negative impact on our results (see 3.3.
Moreover, most of our analyses focus on a distinc-
tion within the written and spoken mode.

subcorpus tokens texts

ORGwr 8,693,135 1,071
TR 6,260,869 886
ORGsp 68,548 137
SI 59,100 326

Table 1: Corpus overview: English target data
from German sources. ORGwr=Originals writ-
ten, TR=Translation, ORGsp=Originals spoken,
SI=Simultaneous Interpreting.

3.2 Features
Analysis is driven by two sets of features: (A) pre-
defined features that are commonly used for trans-
lationese detection (cf. Section 2 above), (B) fea-
tures derived from translation and interpreting as
well as comparable target language corpora in a
data-driven way (see Section 3.3 below).

(A) features include

• Word/PoS n-grams: word and part-of-
speech n-grams – uni-, bi- and trigrams

• LexDens: lexical density – average number
of lexical words per clause

• STTR: lexical diversity measured with stan-
dardized type-token ratio(s)

• Mfw: most frequent words

(B) features include

• hesitations (euh, hum)

• discourse markers/particles (so, well)

• intensifiers (very, particularly, really)

• conjunctions (and, but, however, whether)

• personal pronouns (you, we, I, she)

• deictics (that, this, here)

• prepositions (of, for, to, by, as)

• function words vs. lexical words

3.3 Methods
Features derived with Kullback-Leibler Diver-
gence (KLD) We compute unigram models of
the four corpora and apply KLD to compare them
in terms of relative entropy. Concretely, KLD mea-
sures the number of additional bits needed per
item (e.g. word) for encoding items distributed ac-
cording to A when a using an encoding optmized
for B (equation 1).

D(A||B) =
∑
i

p(itemi|A)log2
p(itemi|A)

p(itemi|B)

(1)
For example, we may note that modeling trans-

lation (A) based on original written language (B)
needs fewer extra bits than modeling interpreting
(A) based on original spoken language (B), which
would mean that interpreting is more distinct from
comparable spoken originals than translation from
comparable written originals. A crucial feature of
KLD is its asymmetry – e.g., modeling spoken on
the basis of written will yield different results than
written modeled on the basis of spoken. Also, for
each linguistic unit (e.g., word), we know its con-
tribution to the overall KLD score (pointwise KLD)



so that we can detect the words (or other kinds of
units) that contribute most to the overall distinc-
tion. In addition, we assess the impact of individ-
ual features on the overall divergence by a t-test.

For an example, see Figure 1. Features derived
by KLD form the basis for our feature set (B) (all
features with p<0.05).

Figure 1: SI based on ORGsp (top), ORGsp based
on SI (bottom) (source language: German). Item
color denotes relative frequency (relF) (red=high
relF, blue=low relF), item size denotes KLD score
(large=high KLD, small=low KLD)

Feature selection with Information Gain As
one of our aims includes comparison of inter-
pretese and translationese features, we use several
techniques to reduce the initial number of features
to those relevant for a concrete prediction task. We
use Information Gain (IG) along with frequency
cuts to find an informative but also interpretable
group of features. IG measures the expected re-
duction in entropy – uncertainty associated with a
random feature (Roobaert et al., 2006, 464–465),
or in other words, the feature’s contribution to re-

duce the entropy. Given SX the set of training ex-
amples, xi the vector of ith variables in this set, |
Sxi=v | / | SX | the fraction of examples of the ith

variable having value v, as shown in (2):

IG(Sx,xi) = H(Sx)−

Sxi=v
SX∑

v=values(xi)

H(Sxi=v) (2)

with entropy:

H(S) = −p+(S) log2 p+(S)−p−(S) log
2 p−(S)

(3)
where p ± (S) is the probability of a training

example in the set S to be of the positive/negative
class.

IG helps to select a feature set which is most
suitable to distinguish interpreting from speech or
translation from written text.

Text classification We perform text classifica-
tion using Support Vector Machines (SVM, cf.
Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1974; Joachims, 1998)
with a linear kernel. SVMs represent a learn-
ing algorithm that aims at classifying data points
by maximizing the gap between classes in a hy-
perplane, making it particularly apt for feature-
oriented machine learning approaches. For our
study, we use SVM with a linear kernel, since we
look for linearly classifiable features, and a ’one-
vs-one’ decision function.

We label our data with the information on
classes represented in our case by mode (writ-
ten, spoken) and translation type (translation, in-
terpreting), collect the information on the feature
frequencies from our corpus, and see if the corpus
data support these classes.

We perform both a four-class classification task
where each class is contrasted with all others, and
two separate binary classification tasks to distin-
guish original and translated material within the
same mode (interpreting vs. spoken originals,
translation vs. written originals). The perfor-
mance of the text classifiers are judged in terms
of F1-measure. They are class-specific and indi-
cate the results of automatic assignment of class
labels to certain texts.

We also inspect the features that make the pre-
defined classes distinct from one another. For
this, the SVM weights (representing the hyper-
plane and corresponding to the support vectors)
are judged – the magnitude of the weights provides



information on the importance of each feature: the
higher the weight of a feature, the more distinctive
it is for a particular class in the respective classifi-
cation task.

For all our classification tasks, we used stan-
dard ten-fold cross-validation. Ten-fold cross-
validation is a procedure used in classification pro-
cesses to ensure that the classifier’s results aren’t
due to a favorable or unfavorable distribution of
the data in the test set – e.g., a test set containing
only “easy” cases. It is performed by partition-
ing the dataset into ten equal parts and using each
one in turn as a test set, with the remaining nine
forming the training set. The final score is the av-
erage of the performance of the classifier on each
test set. Another advantage of cross-validation is
to partially counter the effect of class imbalance
in our dataset, since all instances of every class
will be used for validation once. Generally, any-
way, we find that imbalance in our data is not a
huge problem for this set of experiments. First,
we mainly focus on binary classifications between
balanced classes – original written texts vs. trans-
lations, or original speeches vs. interpreting tran-
scripts. Second, our minority classes – originals
speeches and interpreting transcripts – tend to re-
turn higher scores than the larger classes – orig-
inal written texts and translations. Their perfor-
mance is also consistent through cross-validation,
as shown by the low standard deviations, confirm-
ing that they are not an artifact of small datasets.

4 Analysis and results

4.1 Feature Selection

We start our analyses with feature selection – the
whole list of features is too long to be linguisti-
cally analysed for differences between interpreting
and translation. Therefore, we test various settings
with different groups of features. Table 2 presents
their performance on the whole dataset in a multi-
class classification.

We then select the three best performing groups
of features (Word unigrams, Word+PoS n-grams
and KLD) and perform filtering: with feature selec-
tion using IG – selecting top 400 and top 100 fea-
tures within these three feature groups, and using
a frequency cut (including only features of docu-
ment frequency >= 0.5 – only features that oc-
cur in at least half of the documents). The filter-
ing is an important step in our analysis, as we aim
at an interpretable group of features that is also

F1 mean F1 std

Word unigrams .91 .04
Word+PoS n-grams .89 .04
KLD (432) .83 .04
STTR+LexDens .36 .07
Mfw 100 .77 .9

Word unigrams top 400 .89 .02
Word+PoS n-grams top 400 .83 .04
KLD top 400 .82 .04

Word unigrams top 100 .77 .03
Word+PoS n-grams top 100 .76 .07
KLD top 100 .68 .09

Word unigrams mf .5 .71 .05
Word+PoS n-grams mf .5 .83 .06
KLD mf .5 .76 .04

Table 2: Ten-fold cross-validation F1 mean and
standard deviation for KLD-based features versus
“classic” translationese features

good in distinguishing interpreting and translation
from the comparable originals in our data. Impos-
ing a strong word-document frequency threshold
helps filtering away content-specific lexical items,
which reduces the risk that a topic imbalance in
political speeches might help our classifiers.

The best performing feature sets, beyond the
unfiltered sets, are those resulting from the IG top
400 selection. We also observe that the KLD fea-
tures outperform word unigrams when we use a
document frequency threshold of >= 0.5. This
means that KLD brings up good classification mea-
sures if we want to reduce a feature set to a very
short list. Our results show that if KLD gets scarce
(in our case little more than ten words), then it
works better than unfiltered word unigrams.

4.2 Hypothesis 1

We test the hypothesis that interpreting is clearly
distinct from all other language products. For
this, we perform a multi-class classification, where
each subcorpus (SI, ORGsp, TR and ORGwr)
is classified against the other subcorpora in our
dataset. The results of automatic classification in
Table 2 above shows that our classifiers achieve
an overall good performance in recognising the
classes in our data. Nonetheless, as appears in Fig-
ure 2, some settings can detect some classes better
than others, which is not immediately evident in
an overall multi-classification score.

To find out if interpreting is more distinct than
the other subcorpora in our data, we inspect the
resulting confusion matrix, visualised in Figure 2.



Figure 2: Confusion matrix using the 400 most
informative words and PoS n-grams.

The accuracy numbers in the matrix confirm our
assumption – interpreting is well distinguished
from all other subcorpora in the data. It is never
confused with either spoken or written originals
and is rarely misclassified as translation. This is in
line with the observations made in existing studies
(Section 2) and confirms our hypothesis 1.

4.3 Hypothesis 2

To test if interpreting and translation are well
distinguished from their comparable originals –
speech for interpreting and text for translation –
we perform two binary classification tasks. Ta-
bles 3 and 4 present an overview of the F1-
measure values achieved with various groups of
features.

F1 mean F1 std

Word unigrams .95 .04
Word+PoS n-grams .94 .05
KLD .91 .06

Word unigrams mf .5 .7 .05
Word+PoS n-grams mf .5 .8 .06
KLD mf .5 .72 .09

Word unigrams top 400 .91 .04
Word+PoS n-grams top 400 .93 .07
KLD top 400 .92 .07

Table 3: Ten-fold cross-validation F1 mean and
standard deviation in SI versus ORGsp.

As seen from the tables, both interpreting
and translation can be automatically distinguished
from the comparable originals with an F1-measure
of up to 95%. The best results to identify interpret-
ing are achieved with word unigrams, a combina-
tion of word and PoS ngrams, as well as the KLD

F1 mean F1 std

Word unigrams .91 .02
Word+PoS n-grams .93 .03
KLD .91 .04

Word unigrams mf .5 .87 .05
Word+PoS n-grams mf .5 .91 .03
KLD mf .5 .9 .01

Word unigrams top 400 .83 .06
Word+PoS n-grams top 400 .86 .07
KLD top 400 .84 .07

Table 4: Ten-fold cross-validation F1 mean and
standard deviation in TR versus ORGwr.

features.
The F1-measure scores for these three groups of

features are higher in Table 3 than in Table 4. This
confirms our assumption that interpreting is more
distinct from comparable speech than translation
from comparable text.

4.4 Hypothesis 3
In the last step, we analyse the features that con-
tribute to the distinction of interpreting against
comparable speech (interpretese) and those that
are distinctive for translation if classified against
written texts (translationese). As this step is
manual, we use the IG resulting selection of the
three groups of features (Word unigrams top 400,
Word+PoS n-grams top 400 and KLD top 400).
We look into the overlap between the two lists
of features (interpretese and translationese). Ta-
ble 5 presents both absolute numbers and percent
(calculated against the 400 items) of the over-
laps. Interestingly, the KLD features have the
biggest overlap (18.25%), whereas the word uni-
grams have 8.25% of overlapping features only.

abs in%

Word unigrams top 400 33 8.25
Word+PoS n-grams top 400 55 13.75
KLD top 400 73 18.25

Table 5: The overlap of the the top 400 most rele-
vant features per class vs. class - binary classifica-
tion.

The overlapping KLD features are represented
by various features that can be grouped accord-
ing to the following categories: discourse mark-
ers (again, already, because, just, obviously, par-
ticularly, therefore, etc), specific verb types –
verbs of activity (come, get, react), communica-



tion (tell, talk), mental processes (think, remind
and existence (represent) – demonstrative pro-
nouns (this, that), addressee reference (ladies, gen-
tlemen), speaker reference (we) and various lexi-
cal items.

The overlapping word unigrams contain some
of the features that occur in the KLD list too. How-
ever, the majority of the items in the KLD and word
unigrams lists differ. For instance, the unigram
list also contains the discourse marker because,
but there are also if and or which were not con-
tained in the overlapping KLD list. There are no
demonstrative pronouns, but the personal pronoun
them. Moreover, the wh-words what and who ap-
pear in the unigram list but there are fewer verbs
(be, think). It also contains the addressee refer-
ence (gentlemen, ladies), but no speaker reference
(we), like in the KLD list.

The overlapping word and PoS n-gram list lies
in between – it contains fewer features than the
overlapping KLD list, but more features than the
word unigram list. The features contain n-grams
with discourse markers (conj, conj adp, conj adv,
conj noun, noun conj det, noun conj), addressee
reference (ladies and gentlemen, president ladies
and, and gentlemen), speaker reference (we, our),
prepositional phrases (adp adj, adp det) and n-
grams with pronouns (det pron, noun pron noun,
pron verb det, verb pron) and various nominal and
verbal phrases.

Comparing the overlapping lists, we observe
that the weights of the same features are always
higher in the interpretese lists than in the transla-
tionese lists. Besides that, there are some differ-
ences in the contextual use of the same features
in interpretations and translations. Examples (1)
and (2) illustrate such differences.

(1) a. SI: and euh obviously fair trade is the
foundation of Europe’s prosperity.

b. TR: The material was obviously use-
ful for both the preparation of the
2001 budget and for the 1999 dis-
charge.

In (1-a), the adverb obviously occurs at the utter-
ance start, whereas the same adverb directly pre-
cedes the predicate useful in (1-b). The function
of the adverb differs as well: In interpreting, ob-
viously serves as a discourse marker, whereas in
translation, it is a predicate modifying adverb.

(2) a. SI: let me very briefly remind you
about the short time span within
which we reacted when banks in Eu-
rope were in trouble .

b. TR: I would remind people in this
Parliament that it was not so long ago
that this Parliament passed .

In example (2), the verb remind is used in both in-
terpreting and translation with the same purpose –
to address the audience. However, we see in the
corpus examples that the addressee reference dif-
fers – the second person pronoun you is used in
interpreting (2-a) and a full nominal phrase (peo-
ple in this Parliament) is used in translation (2-b).
Further corpus analysis of our data reveals that the
verb remind is followed by the pronoun you in
36.81% of all the cases in translation. By contrast,
you follows this verb in 63.64% of the cases in our
interpreting data.

The observed differences between the inter-
pretese and the translationese features confirm our
hypothesis (H3). They also go in line with the
observations from previous work that interpreting
emphasizes features of spoken production, still be-
ing distinct from the spoken originals. This latter
distinction may have roots in the nature of the data,
as some of original speeches are prepared and read
out (see Section 3.1), whereas interpreting can be
seen as spontaneous production.

5 Summary and conclusions

We have reported on a study of the specific
linguistic properties of cross-linguistically medi-
ated communication, comparing written transla-
tion and simultaneous interpreting in the domain
of European Parliament discourse. To do so, we
combined an exploratory, data-driven approach
(KLD on unigram models) for detecting distinc-
tive features with a supervised approach (SVM
classification). Our initial hypotheses (H1 and
H2, Section 1) that translation and interpreting are
both clearly distinguished from comparable origi-
nals, but interpreting is more distinct than trans-
lation have been confirmed. We then inspected
the features contributing to the distinctions and
found that there is an overlap between the distinc-
tive features of interpreting and translation, sig-
nalling the fact that both are instances of trans-
lated language, but there are also some unique fea-
tures (cf. H3, Section 1). The unique features for
interpreting are clearly signals of spoken, online



production, which confirms insights from previ-
ous work. Among the kinds of features consid-
ered, the features obtained by KLD typically come
out with higher scores for interpreting than trans-
lation confirming that interpreting is the most dis-
tinctive kind of production (cf. H1, Section 1).
Also, since another goal was to work with few
but powerful features, KLD clearly supported this
goal, e.g. compared to simply using n-gram fre-
quency, we get fewer and better features.

In our ongoing work, we analyse in more depth
the detected features by inspecting their linguistic
properties and lexico-grammatical contexts. For
instance, some of the interpretese effects will be
related to the specific processing constraints of
interpreting which have an impact on retrieval,
working memory as well as prediction. To this
end, we relate the features found to be typical of
interpreting to indices of processing load, such as
surprisal (Teich et al., 2020) or dependency length
(Przybyl and Teich, forthcoming).
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